




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Translation of“O?tani University’s Founding Spirit”by Sasaki Gessho?
Michael J.CONWAY, I NOUE Takami,and Robert F.RHODES (Trans.)
On the A?liation of gSang phu ne’u thog―Was gSang phu ne’u thog A?liated with bKa’gdams pa?―
N ISHIZAWA Fumihito Pupils’s Changes Analyzed in the Research on Elementary Educational Practice Introduction TAKAYAMA Yoshiharu The Report of the Social Study Lesson Study in Cooperation with Kinkaku Elemen tary School I WAFUCHI Nobuaki
-
The Report of the Moral Education Lesson Study in Cooperation with Shimei Elementary School SEKIGUCHI Toshimi Report of the Practical Study on Music Lessons in Cooperation with Daisan Kinrin Primary School I CHIKAWA Ikuko The Educational Practice of and the Heritage of Horikawa Elementary School SEKIGUCHI  Toshimi On the Identity and Distinction of the Two Truth in Tsong kha pa’i Later Madhyama ka Works F UKUDA Yo?ichi
-
A Research about the Brain Injury and Their Family’s Changes of Self and Their Social Relationships Based on Developmental Psychology W AKINAKA Hiroshi A Study of Personnel System in Public Libraries in the U.S.A. :Framework of Professional and Non-professional Sta??Qualiﬁcation and Education?
Y AMAMOTO Takako Cross-modal Perception in Rats TAKAHASHI Makoto Frederick Douglass’s Strident View on Black Masculinity in His Later Years PARK Soon Young A Reproduction of Kaneko Daiei“Watashi no Shinshu?gaku”(2)
M URAYAMA Yasushi A Doctrinal Study of the Kyo?gyo?shinsho??Based on the Achievements in Modern Shin Doctrinal Studies N OBUTSUKA Tomomichi Studies of Daoxuan’s Works:
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